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Figures

Figure 1 The general pipeline for CASTELO. The starting point is the generation of MD
trajectories, with tools such as GROMACS. RMSD clustering can be done with VMD software. In
another route, we process MD trajectories with python scripts to obtain contact matrices. Atom
subtype information is used to aggregate the calculated contact matrices. Following that,
dynamism tensors with temporal information is generated on top of the contact matrices using
python scripts. CVAE model is used to encode the dynamism data, before clusters are calculated
with tools such as HDBSCAN. Finally, we converge the two routes by comparing clusters from
conventional RMSD clustering and CVAE clustering with proposed comparison metrics. The atom
subtypes are ranked, as the final output of CASTELO. With domain knowledge, we suggest
modifications for the lowest ranked atoms. Methods such as free energy perturbation calculations
can be used to verify CASTELO’s suggestions.

Figure 2 The structure of sucrose bound T1R2 is shown in (A). The T1R2 structure is drawn in
two colors (gray and blue) just to highlight its venus-flytrap-like structure. The detailed
interactions between sucrose and its surrounding residues are depicted in (B). The structures of
the five sweeteners tested in this study are illustrated in (C).

Figure 3 CVAE pipeline. Left part of the figure shows the input preparation: the contact matrix of
a time step t is grouped over the y-axis by drug atom subtypes (yellow cells are contacts). Each
contact matrix of a time step t is paired to its temporal difference with a previous one t− δ to
form a dynamism tensor (violet/yellow cells are new/disappearing contacts, green cells are stable).
Each atom subtype is selected in turn and fed to the CVAE. The representation in the latent
space is used to cluster the time steps by similar behaviors.

Figure 4 T-SNE projection of the CVAE latent representations. The top row uses a color map
based on the simulation time. The middle and bottom rows use colors to distinguish clustering
results respectively of our AI-enhanced model and of the RMSD. Here we depict the encoded
representations generated by the CVAE model with f = 32 filters and d = 5 latent dimensions.

Figure 5 Clustering results for all atom subtypes in the five sweeteners. The first bar shows the
RMSD clustering with VMD1.9.3. The second bar is calculated with CVAE and HDBSCAN when
all atoms are considered. The following bars represent the clustering results for each atom subtype
of the corresponding sweetener. Each plot depicts the cluster size at time t against simulation
time t. For CVAE and HDSCAN results, each cluster size t is the average of the sizes given by the
6 trained models. Bigger clusters are colored with dark red while small clusters are colored with
dark blue.

Figure 6 Comparison metrics are calculated by comparing the clusters with conventional RMSD
clustering and AI-enhanced clusering with Equations 2 and 3. In (A), we show that the two
comparison metrics CosSim and AvgDiff are positively correlated. In (B) and (C), we calculated
the RMSF of the atom subtypes for all T1R2-sweetener trajectories. Clearly, CosSim and AvgDiff
are not correlated with RMSF.
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Figure 7 We rank the atom subtypes from the five sweeteners with the calculated comparison
metrics CosSim and AvgDiff. Negative values mean that the corresponding atoms are “malicious”.
Positive values mean that the corresponding atoms are “beneficial”. The results for dulcin and
isovanillyl are plotted separately in (A) and (B). We group sucrose, 4R-Cl-sucrose and sucralose
due to their structural similarity. The CosSim and AvgDiff values of the 8 atom subtypes shared
among these three sweeteners are plotted in (C) and (D), respectively. The relative binding free
energy (E, with ethane as the reference point) is plotted in juxtaposition to the comparison
metrics.

Figure 8 Attempted lead optimization for dulcin (A) and isovanillyl (B). The molecules are
illustrated with two representations: solid stick and ball model for atom identification (cyan for
carbon, white for hydrogen, blue for nitrogen, red for oxygen and green for chlorine); bubbles for
CosSim values (blue for positive/beneficial, green for neutral and red for negative/malicious). Two
examples are illustrated, one for optimization and one as control, for both dulcin and isovanillyl.
The resulting binding free energy changes are listed next to the examples, with negative values
meaning strengthened binding affinity and positive values meaning weakened binding affinity. A
complete list of the lead optimization can be found in Table S2 and Table S3.

Sweetener log(RS)* ∆∆F** log(CRS)***
Sucrose 0[23] -6.9 ± 0.7 0 ± 0
4R-Cl-sucrose 0.70[24] -10.2 ± 0.8 2.33 ± 0.76
Sucralose 2.78[23] -11.7 ± 0.8 3.38 ± 0.76
Dulcin 2.40[23] -10.6 ± 0.4 2.61 ± 0.59
Isovanillyl 2.60[25] -11.1 ± 0.8 2.96 ± 0.74

Table 1 Free energy. *Relative sweetness. **Binding free energy relative to ethane (kcal/mol).
***Computed relative sweetness is calculated with Equation 1 in reference to sucrose.


